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Why am I here? 
 
•  2019: Full Landing obligation (LO)  
•  Commission will no longer propose ICES advice MSY approach 

"wanted catch" to then discuss "top ups" in November via " 
non-papers" – intention is to present full TAC with the 
proposal. 

 

 
 

Terminology 
 
•  Has changed due to the Landing obligation, as now 

everything has to be landed! 
•  "Wanted Catch" = Previously called "Landings" 
•  "Unwanted catch" = Previously "Discards" 
•  So now "Unwanted catch" should also be landed! 
 
 
 



"Unwanted Catch"? 
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TAC Setting Previous Years: "Top-ups" 
 
•  Discard Plans allowed for early implementation of Landing 

Obligation (LO) 
•  Member States agree fleets to be put under LO and 

exemptions needed -> draft Joint Recommendations (JRs) for 
Discard Plans  

•  JR -> STECF for evaluation 
•  Delegated Acts drafted 
•  Back to STECF to calculate catches, landings discards per 

fleet segment. Provide a report with tables of data 
•  Thresholds data call -> How much of the fleet under the LO? 

•  Commission calculates "Top-ups" and presents via "non-
paper" 

 



TAC Setting Previous Years: "Top-ups" 
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LEGEND: 

TAC Setting Previous Years: "Top-ups" 



TAC Proposals: For this year 
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Survival Exemptions:  
•  Nephrops – advice takes into account survival and so wanted 

catch level is higher than with no survival. 
•  If exemption will result in significant amount of dead discards 

– TAC setting will have to reflect this so as not to allow 
fishing mortality to be above ICES advice  

•  Majority of cases, STECF reported that small volumes, e.g. 
Fish in pots, traps, creels 

•  However Plaice may be a concern – await STECF report 

 
 Extrapolations:  
•  Lack of data was significant problem for STECF 
•  Some exemptions apply to all MS and wider fleet, but data 

only provided by one MS or minority of fleet 
•  COM will rely on STECF estimates in the first instance 
•  Deduction extrapolation will never be more than ICES 

"unwanted catches". 



TAC Proposals for 2019 
 
•  Commission intention is to present full TAC with the proposal. 
•  STECF recommendations on Joint Recommendations, data 

availability for exemptions was a key issue: Extrapolation 
•  Calculations will follow STECF September WG and report and 

same methodology as top-ups in previous year.  
•  Thus Commission proposal should now be ICES advice MSY 

"Total catches" minus deductions, following the same 
methodology as "top-ups" last year. 

•   Caution! Old method of comparing COM proposal to ICES 
advice alone, will not be so straightforward this year! 
However this should allow earlier and more transparent 
consultation. 

 
 



Review 
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